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How do you
compare?
The past seven years have seen Bandag reward excellence in
on-site tyre management through the Bandag On-Site Awards.
Those using our revolutionary online tyre
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management system will be familiar with the

non-negotiable and these are the very

checks and balances in place to ensure the

core elements that ensure tyre life is

service you receive is not only reported on,
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but done so in a way that is quantifiable. The
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and of course, ProFleet Tyre Management
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and

audits. For instance, a missing

measure
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services
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Not

Bandag is pleased to announce the Grand

fitting

will

Finale Winners for the last financial year,

have a negative

with each team taking away R5000 in cash!

impact and is a
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Imperial Logistics
Refrigerated Services
– Centurion

More than
1,000 rolling
wheels

95%

Afrox Bulk
– Pretoria West

Less than 1,000
rolling wheels

96%

that

is

often

overlooked.
Congratulations
to

the

winning

Bandag on-site teams
for ensuring these basics
are in place!

With Bandag, you don’t have to be a tyre expert. You just have to know one!
Bandag specialises in the manufacture of retreads and best- in-class after sales service. That’s what we do!
For more information on how you can benefit contact Bandag today on +27 11 439 6000 or visit www.bandag.co.za.

With the reliability you get from Bandag, your ﬂeet can take on anything.
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